
With the weather forecast looking dire all week it was n o surprise that several boats took the option 

of bailing out of the inaugural Lightning 368 open meeting at Hunts SC in Cambridgeshire. I would 

like to say that the 4 visitors who joined the 3 home boats then had a windy days sailing but this is 

not true. Once the mist cleared the odd zephyr was seen on the far side of the lake and this was 

enough for the first race to be started. 

In the best wind of the day on a bias line, Simon Hopkins was too early at the committee boat 

allowing Penny Yarwood and Mike Ligget the advantage. Mike and Simon in best follow the local 

mode did a short tack to the right and for a while looked in a good position. That was when the wind 

decided it had had enough for the day went hard right and dropped to 1-2 mph allowing Penny to 

sail in to mark from the left and sail off never to be seen again. In the drift that followed Simon and 

then Bryan Westley managed to pass Mike, whilst newbie Nigel Best with his newly acquired boat 

and in his first open came in 5th. 

Race two held back to back (because there was some wind) saw Simon lead Penny, Bryan and Mike 

to the first mark. In a very close race Simon held onto the lead whilst the three behind constantly 

changed positions depending who got some wind. Mike pulled clear and Bryan fought a valiant 

defending action from Penny on the last leg to hold on by an inch. This was enough to make Bryans 

year and the phrase ‘I beat Penny on the water’ was heard many times through lunch! 

After an excellent lunch laid on by the galley the fleet sat in the sunshine and admired the mirror like 

qualities of the lake surface. After an hour delay it was decided to try and race in the gentle breeze 

that was present, however Mike decided his Knees had had enough and stayed on the bank to 

watch. With the only evidence you were moving being the algae in the water passing along the side 

of the boat Bryan was the early leader with Simon and Penny hot on his heels. Simon sneaked 

passed Bryan on the run for a ten boat length lead when the chasing pack found a stretch of water 

with wind, real wind, the sort that fills your sails and makes water ripple around you bows. Penny 

went to windward of Simon and after a serious amount of luffing she broke clear to take the lead 

leaving Simon Bryan and Nikky Evans in a tight group to fight for the leftovers.  

This gave Penny the open win ahead of Simon and Mike who tied with Bryan but got the podium on 

count back, in what was a challenging days sailing. Congratulation to Veronica Latham who until 

today had only sailed for pleasure but persevered in every race to earn a well deserved wooden 

spoon. Yes there really was a wooden spoon. Thanks to Hunts who did a great job today and w 

venue I a sure we will keep in the calendar. 


